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TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF SOME SPACES OF 
STABLE BUNDLES 
P. E. NEWSTEAD 
(Received 9 September 1966) 
OUR OBJECT in this paper is to study the topology of certain spaces which arise in connec- 
tion with the classification of holomorphic vector bundles. Mumford [5, 6] has introduced 
the concept of a stable bundle over a compact Riemann surface X and has proved that the 
set of stable bundles of fixed rank and degree over X has a natural structure of non-singular 
quasi-projective algebraic variety (see [I0]). It is not difficult to deduce that the set of such 
bundles of fixed determinant has a similar structure, and that the set of projective bundles 
arising from such bundles has a structure of quasi-projective ariety (possibly with singu- 
larities). Narasimhan and Seshadri [7, 8] have shown that the topological type of these 
varieties depends only on the genus of X. 
We shall be interested in the case of bundles of rank 2 and degree 1, and we shall denote 
the spaces described above by M 0~, S (°~ and p(o) respectively, where g ____ 1 is the genus of X. 
We shall start by giving an alternative description of these spaces as in [8]; our results will 
be based entirely on this description, expect hat we shall use the fact that S (g~ is a quasi- 
projective variety in §8. 
We consider the differentiable map 
fg: SU(2)2g~ SU(2) 
defined by 
g 
(A 1, B1, ... ,  Ag, Bg) --* [-[ AiBiAf-IB7 1, 
i= l  
and in particular the subspace S(o g) =f~l ( _ / )  of SU(2) zg. Now there is a differentiable 
action of SU(2) on SU(2) zg defined by the formula: 
T . (A  1, B 1 . . . . .  Ag, Bg) = (TA1T -1, TB1T -1 . . . . .  TAgT- ' ,  TBgT-1);  
since the scalar matrices act trivially, it can be regarded also as an action of PU(2). S(o g~ is 
invariant under this action, which therefore restricts to an action of PU(2) on S~og); the quo- 
tient space is just S ~g~. 
The space M (g~ may be obtained in a precisely similar way, starting from U(2) 2g instead 
of SU(2) 2g. We shall denote the analogue of S(o g~ by Mto g~. 
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Finally, ptg) is the quotient of S tg) under a certain action of Z 2. In fact, Z2 acts in an 
obvious way on SU(2) (scalar multiplication by + 1); we let Z 2g act on SU(2) 2g component- 
wise. Clearly this action commutes with that of PU(2), and S~o g) is an invariant subspace; so 
there is an induced action on S t~), and Ptg) is the quotient space. 
After some preliminary material in §1 (for the most part without proofs), we shall show 
in §2 that S tg) is simply-connected and compute the fundamental group of M tg). The next 
six sections will be devoted to computing the homology of S tq) (modulo 2-torsion). These 
results will be extended to M tg) and Ptg) in §9; and the final section will contain a summary of 
some further results, together with some unsolved problems. In the case g = 2 all these 
results follow easily from the much stronger esults of [9]. 
All manifolds will be orientable and differentiable and, unless otherwise stated, closed; 
all submanifolds will he differentiable submanifolds. 
My thanks are due to M. F. Atiyah, M. S. Narasimhan and C. S. Seshadri for many 
useful discussions during the preparation of this paper; also to Miss Ann Garfield, who typed 
two versions of it. 
§1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We shall suppose throughout that g is an integer = 1, and shall use the following 
notations: 
S 3 = unit sphere in R 4 
D_ = set of points of S 3 with first coordinate < 0 
D÷ = set of points of S 3 with first coordinate _>_0 
S2--D_ riD+. 
We shall identify S 3 with SU(2) by means of the diffeomorphism 
(al'az'aa'a*)"-'( al+a3 + ia4ia2 --aa+at -- iaz/ia't~ 
and use whichever notation is convenient; in particular, D_ (resp. D÷) is precisely the sub- 
space of SU(2) consisting of matrices with trace <0 (resp. >0). (The trace of a matrix in 
SU(2) is real.) Similarly, p3 can be identified with PU(2). 
We shall also require notations for certain subspaces of SU(2)2a; and we shall write 
N (g) = fa-" 1(I), N (a)' =f~-'(O+), S¢o g)' =fal l (O_).  
We shall say that a point x = (At, Bt . . . . .  Ag, Bg) of SU(2) 2a is reducible if {Ai, Bi} is a 
reducible set of matrices, i.e. if there exists a matrix T in SU(2) such that TART-1, TB~T-1 
are all diagonal; otherwise x is irreducible. Then we have 
(i) dfg is surjective at a point x of SU(2) 2g if and only if x is irreducible; (see [4]) 
(ii) fg is surjective; (see [1 I]) 
(iii) the action of PU(2) on the set of irreducible points of SU(2) 29 is free. 
(Schur's Lemma) 
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Now it is easy to see that, if x is a reducible point of SU(2) 2a, thenfa(x ) = I. It follows 
from (i) that dfa is surjective outside N (a), and in particular at every point of S(o a). So S(o g) 
is a submanifold of SU(2) 2a of dimension 6g - 3. Since PU(2) is compact, and since, by 
(iii), S (g) is the quotient of S(o a) by a free differentiable action of PU(2), we deduce: 
PROPOSITION. S (g) is a manifold of  dimension 6g - 6; and S(o g) is a principal fibration over 
S 0) with group PU(2). 
We see also that S(o g)" and N (g)' are submanifolds with boundary of SU(2) 2g. Moreover, 
since dfg is surjective at every point of S(o g)' and S(o g)' is compact, fglS(o g)' is a locally trivial 
fibration. By (ii) the base of this fibration is D_ ; so it is trivial, and there exists a diffeo- 
morphism 
wg : S(d ) x D_  ~ S(o ")" 
with the properties that 
(a) fgwg = P2 (projection on the second factor); 
(b) wglS(o g) x { - I}  is the identity map of SOd )onto itself. 
The maps wg will play a central role in our computations. 
It wiU be seen that the submanifolds S(o g)" and N (g)" together fill up SU(2) 2a and overlap 
"nicely", i.e. 
S(o g)' u N (°)'= SU(2) 2g 
S~d )' c~ N (~)' = aS~d)' = ~N (g)' 
=ff'(s 2) 
~ S(o~) 2. = ×S 
We consider next the spaces M °). If  we replace SU(2) 2g by U(2) 2g in the above, we 
obtain similar results; in particular we can show that M ~g) is a manifold of dimension 
8g - 6. We shall also make use of certain relationships between Mcg) and S ~g). In the first 
place, we have a differentiable map 
det : U(2) 2g --* (S1) 2g, 
where S 1 is the unit circle in C; det is the product of 2g copies of the usual determinant map. 
We observe that det is constant on orbits of the action of P U(2) on U(2)2g; so, by restricting 
to M(o a) and then proceeding to the quotient, we obtain a differentiable map 
M(g) - ,  (Sl) 2g. 
It is easy to see that this map is a fibration with fibre S (g); in fact the group can be reduced 
to Z 2g, though we shall not need to use this fact. 
A second, and for our purposes more useful, relationship between the spaces M (g) and 
S (g) was suggested to me by M. S. Narasimhan. We start by defining a differentiable map 
($1) 2g x SU(2) 2° ~ U(2) 2° 
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as the product of 2y copies of the map 
s ~ x su(2) -+ u(2) 
(2, A) ~ 2A. 
If  we extend the action of PU(2) on SU(2) 2g trivially to ($1) 2g x SU(2) 2g, we see at once 
that the above map commutes with the action of PU(2) on the two sides. So, by restricting to 
($1) 2g x S(o g) and then proceeding to the quotient, we obtain a map 
(S1) 2g )< S (g) _._). M(g). 
It is easy to see that this map determines M (°) as the quotient of ($I) 2° x S (a) by a free 
action of Z 2a, namely the product of the obvious action of this group on (S~) 2a with the 
action already defined on S (a). This fact will allow us to deduce homological properties of 
M (g) from those of S (a) by using a result of [3] concerning the action of a finite group. 
§2. FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS 
Our object in this section is to prove the following theorem and to make some deduc- 
tions from it: 
THEOREM 1. S~o g) is connected i f  y = I 
simply-connected if g __> 2. 
The proof depends on the following lemma, which follows from results of H. Whitney 
[14], and which we shall state without proof: 
LEMMA 1. Let M,  N be maniJblds, f :  M-~ N. a differentiable map, and L a simplicial 
complex such that dim L + dim M < dim N. Then, i f  u : L ~ N is any map, there exists u' 
arbitrarily close to u such that u'(L) ~ N- f (M) .  
Proof o f  Theorem 1. We know that dfg is surjective everywhere outside N(g); so 
fgJSU(2) 2g - N (g) is a locally trivial fibration. Since the base of this fibration is an open 
3-disc and the fibre is S~o g), it suffices to show that SU(2) 2g - N (g) is connected for y = 1 and 
simply-connected for g > 2. 
N (g) can be divided into two parts, N O consisting of irreducible points and N~ of reducible 
points. By (i), N o is a submanifold (though not a compact submanifold) of SU(2) 2g of 
codimension 3 (except in the case g = 1 when it is empty). Moreover, if A is the submani- 
fold of SU(2) consisting of diagonal matrices, N 1 is the image of the differentiable map 
A 2g x SU(2) ~ SU(2) 2g 
((A,,  BI, . . . ,  Ag, Bg), T)--* (TA ,T  -1, TB ,T  -~, ... ,  TAgT- ' ,  TBgT- ' ) .  
Let SU(2)/A be the space of left cosets of A; then, since any two diagonal matrices commute, 
the above map factors through 
A zg x SU(2)/A ~- (S1) 2g x S 2. 
So N1 is a differentiable image of a manifold of dimension 
29 + 2 = dim(SU(2) 2g) - (4a - 2). 
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Now any two points of SU(2) 2a - N ta) can be joined by a path u in SU(2) 2g. By Lemma 
1, there exists firstly a path u', arbitrarily close to u, in SU(2) 2g - N1, and secondly a path 
u", arbitrarily close to u', in 
(SU(2) 2g -N1)  - N O = SU(2) 2° -  N(~). 
If the approximation is sufficiently close, the end-points of u" can be joined to those of u in 
SU(2) 2g - N (g), which is therefore connected. 
A similar argument shows that SU(2) 2g - N (y) is simply-connected i f9  _~ 2. 
COROLLARY 1. S (1) is a point; S(o 1) _~ p3. 
Proof. We know that S(o I) is a principal fibration over S (1) with group PU(2); more- 
over dim S °) = 0. Now by the theorem S~o ~ is connected; therefore S(~) is connected, and 
the corollary follows. 
Remark. This corollary can also be deduced from the results of [2]. 
COROLLARY 2. S Co) is simply-connected. 
Proof. I f  g -- 1, this follows from Corollary 1. If  9 > 2, we know by the theorem that 
S(o °) is simply-connected. Also S(o °) is a principal fibration over S °) with group PU(2), and 
PU(2) is connected. 
COROLLARY 3. The fundamental group of  M ~g) is free abelian on 29 generators. 
Proof. We know that there is a fibration M ~°) ~ (S~) z° with fibre S (°); the result there- 
fore follows from Corollary 2. 
Unfortunately, I have not been able to compute the fundamental group of P(g). How- 
ever, I conjecture 
CONJECTURE. pO) is simply-connected. 
The basis for this conjecture is that, in the action o fZ  2g on S to), every element has fixed 
points (this is easy to prove). I f  we could triangulate S (°) so that Z22 ° acted simplicially, the 
conjecture would follow from a result of M. A. Armstrong [1]. Alternatively, we might try 
to follow the same general procedure as Armstrong rather than quote his result. The prob- 
lem then reduces to the following: is every loop in p(o) homotooic to a loop which can be 
lifted to a path in S °) ? 
§3. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
We come now to the computation of the homology of S ¢g). In this section we shall 
state the main results, and outline a programme for proving them. We shall work for the 
most part in terms of homology with coefficients in a field K of characteristic ~2. We shall 
fix such a field once and for all and, unless we say otherwise, we shall suppose that all 
homology and cohomology groups have coefficients in K. For convenience we shall write 
h~ = dimrH~( S~oa)). 
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the r t~ Betti number of S~o ~) with coefficients in K; by the universal coefficient theorem, we 
have also 
h~ = dimKH'(S~o g)); 
and we know that h, g depends only on the characteristic of K. We shall use the convention 
that (2ng) = 0 if n is negative. 
Our basic results are 
THEOREM 2. The Betti numbers of  S~o g)are given by the following formulae: 
Is~a] 12g\ 
[(~-l)/a] / 2# 
h~s+, = j=s_~a+,~2 j + 1) 
g 
hat = h6a-3  - r  
THEOREM 3. For r <__ 3g -- 1, 
(r __> 30 - 1). 
Jr/4] 
(1) 
dim H,(S (g)) = ~. h~_4j. (2) 
j=O 
The Betti numbers of S (g) may be deduced at once from Theorems 2 and 3 and Poin- 
car6 duality. It will be seen in particular that the Betti numbers of S~o g~ and of S (g) are 
independent of the characteristic of K (provided it is not 2). We can therefore deduce: 
COROLLARY. In the integral homology of S {g} there is no torsion other than 2-primary 
torsion. 
Proof. We have by the universal coefficient theorem that 
dimzpH,(X; Zp) >= dimcH,(X ; C) 
for any space X, equality holding if and only if H,(X; Z) and H,_I(X; Z) are both without 
p-torsion. The corollary now follows from the remark after Theorem 3. 
This result naturally raises the question of 2-primary torsion in the homology of S °~. 
In fact, almost all our arguments fail in this case. It can be shown that S ~2) has no 2-torsion; 
however S{o 2) does have 2-torsion, which means that the methods of this paper cannot be 
used. For higher values of g, I have been unable to obtain any results in this direction. 
A table giving the Betti numbers of S~o g) and S (g) for low values o fg  will be found in an 
appendix. 
The first step in the proof of these theorems is to reformulate Theorem 2. For con- 
venience we shall write 
m, ° ---- dim I-I,(SU(2) 2a) = r/3 if r is a multiple of 3 
= 0 otherwise. 
Then Theorem 2 may be deduced from 
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THEOREM 2'. For r < 3g + 1, the Betti numbers hl of S(o g) satisfy the relations 
h~ +1 = h~a_2 + 2h,a_3 + h,a_4+ m~-  m~_ 4. (3) 
In fact, suppose that Theorem 2' holds; then we can prove Theorem 2 by induction on g. 
Since S(o g) ~ p3, the formulae (1) are correct for g = 1. Suppose that (1) hold; then we can 
use (3) to obtain formulae for h~ + 1 (r < 3g + 1), which turn out to be the first two formulae 
of (1) with 9 replaced by g + 1 ; the third formula follows at once by Poincar6 duality. The 
details present no difficulty, but they are rather tedious (we have to consider 6 separate 
cases, according to the residue class of r rood 6), so we shall omit them. 
The next five sections will be taken up with the proofs of Theorems 2' and 3. The work 
will be broken up as follows: 
(i) We shall show that S(o a+ 1' is homeomorphic to the manifold obtained by glueing S(o 1) x 
N °r  to N (1)' × S(o g) by means of the following homeomorphism of their boundaries: 
lXWg -1 WlX1 
S(o 1) x ON (g)' ; S(o 1) x S 2 x S(o g) , aN (1)' x S(o g). 
(ii) We shall compute the homology of S~o 1) and N (1)' and of the map 
Wl 
W1 i S(o 1) x 8 2- - - - -~ ~N (1)' m N (1)'. 
(iii) We shall use the Mayer-Vietoris equence derived from (i), together with the infor- 
mation obtained in (ii), to express the Betti numbers of S(o g+x) in terms of those of S(o g), 
N (g)', and of the pair N (g)', (3N (g)'. 
(iv) We shall use the exact sequences associated with the embeddings of S(o g)' and N (gy in 
SU(2) 2g to express the Betti numbers of N (g)' and of the pair N °)', 8N °)" in terms of those of 
S~og); combining this with (iii) we shall obtain the relations (3) and hence prove Theorem 2'. 
(v) Finally we shall use the Gysin sequence of the fibration S~o g) ~ S (g) to prove Theorem 3. 
This last step will use the fact that S °) is a projective variety. (We have already mentioned 
the fact that S (g) is quasi-projective, and it is clearly compact.) 
Before setting out on this programme, we shall make some deductions from our 
theorems. In the first place, we observe that for s = g - 1, both summations in (1) effec- 
tively start a t j  = 0. As a result, the numbers hl for r ~_ 2# - 1 are defined inductively by the 
formulae: 
h~ = 1 ; h~ = 0; 
g g • g g g . h~t = h6t+2 "~ h6t+4,  h6t+3 = h6t+5 --  h6t+7,  
h~t  + 6 g 2g  . g g 2g 
These Betti numbers form an obvious pattern which is easily discernible by looking at the 
table of Betti numbers for low values of tT. It was by noticing these patterns that I was led 
to the explicit formulae (1) for the h~. There is still a pattern when we consider the Betti 
numbers for r ~_ 2g, but it is far less obvious. The underlying pattern of the Betti numbers of 
S (°) is also far less obvious than that of the hl. All this may easily be seen by glancing at the 
table. 
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It will also be noticed that, for y < 6, h~o_ z = 0. In fact this is true in general. We 
have to consider separately the cases y odd and y even. I f# is odd, the result comes from the 
3 (y -  1) 
second formula of (1) with s = ~ ; if 9 is even, it comes from the first formula with 
2 
30 
s =-~- - 1. It is also clear from (1) that h~ = 0. Moreover h~ and h~o_ 2 are essentially the 
only Betti numbers of S(o °) which are zero. More precisely 
g 
hgl = h3o_ 2 -~ 0 ;  (4) 
h,°>0 for 0<r<3g-3 ,  r¢ l  
Surprisingly, the fact that h°3o_ 2 = 0 plays a key role in the proof of Theorem 3. 
Having looked at the smallest Betti numbers, we ought perhaps to ask about the largest 
ones. It is not at all clear which of the h °, these will be: the table shows that hgg_ a is the 
_ o However largest fo r# < 6, but this is not true in general ; in fact, for9 > I1, h~0_ 6 > hag_ 3. 
it would seem likely that the value of h~g_ 3 provides a reasonable stimate of the size of 
the largest Betti number. This value is quite easy to compute from (1), and we get 
Finally, we look at some properties of the homology of S (g). We deduce at once from 
(4) and (2) that 
/-/1(S (g)) -- 0 
(5) 
H,(S (°~) ~0 for 0<rN3g-3 ,  r¢ l .  
In view of Poincar~ duality, (5) covers essentially all the homology groups of S (°~. The first 
part could, of course, have been deduced at once from the fact that S (°) is simply-connected. 
I f  we write, for the time being, k~ = dim H,(S(°)), it follows from (2) and (3) that 
kr 0+1 =k~-2q-2kg-aq-k~o-4-t -m g (r=<3g-b 1). (6) 
With the help of this formula, we can prove 
L dim Hr(S (g~) is even if  r is odd. 
Proof. We prove I by induction on g. It is clearly true for 9 = 1. For the inductive 
step, it is sufficient o prove that, i f l i s  true, then dim H,(S (g+l~) is even for r odd and r < 3#. 
This will follow from (6) if we can show that m g , is even if r is odd; and this is an immediate 
consequence of the fact that (2~) is even if n is odd. 
11. I f  r < 39 - 5, then dim H,+2(S (g)) >" dim Hr(S~g)). 
Proof. Again the proof is by induction on Y, the result being trivial for g = 1. We shall 
prove the inductive step by using (6); the only problem that arises is when r = 3s and then 
kg+l t .g+l=kg _k~s_4+2(kaa~_l_ko3~_3)_(2~) 3s+2 - -  r~3s 
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Thus it suffices to prove that k3s - k3s_  4 >= But the LHS is just hS,, and by the for- 
mulae (1)h~ is a sum of terms, each >__O, the last of which is (2gs ) ; this holds for s <_<_ g -1 ,  
which certainly covers our range. 
The significance of I and I I is that they are necessary conditions on the Betti numbers of 
a projective variety. In fact I I  is essentially the property of a projective variety used in §8. 
IlL The Euler characteristic of S 0) is 0 for g > 2. 
Proof. For g = 2, it is easy to see that the Euler characteristic is 0. In general, we write 
[ (3g -4) /2 ]  
eg = ~ k~j 
j=O 
[ (3g-  5)/2] 
% = ~ k~y+l; 
j=O 
Then the Euler characteristic of S °) is 
2(% - og) - ( -  1)'k L_  3. 
If g is even, we have by (6) 
%+1 = 2(% + %) - k93g_4 
So 
%+1 = 2(%+ %)+ k~g-3 
2(%+ 1 - %+ 2) + '~3g = 
=(1  - 1) 2g 
=0.  
2)+(g2_g4)+'"+(20 g) 
1) + (g2_93) + "'" + (2 7) • 
"JI- . . . .  
If g is odd, a similar argument gives the same answer. 
( ?g  1)) + ~'~3act'a+ 1 2k~a_ 3_  2k~a_4 ) 
(by (6)) 
~4. CONSTRUCTION OF So <~+l) 
In this section we shall describe an inductive construction for S(o g+ 2) based on the fol- 
lowing idea. We regard SU(2) 2g+2 as a product SU(2) 2 x SU(2) 2g and writepl,p2 for the 
projections on the two factors. Then we see at once that, for x ~ SU(2) 2g+2, 
fa+ l(x) = f tPl(X) "fap2(x), 
where the • denotes multiplication in SU(2). It follows that S~o ~+ 1) can be regarded as the 
set of points (Yl, Y2) e SU(2) zg+2 for whichfl(yl) "fg(Y2) = - / ,  i.e. 
fg(Y2) = - (f l(Y 1))- 1 
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We recall from §1 the identification of  SU(2) with S s and the diffeomorphism wg : 
S gg) x D_ --} S(o °)'. The map T--} -T  -1 can then be written in the form 
(al, a2, as, a4) --* ( - -a l ,  a2, as, a4). 
In particular, if T•  D+, then - -T  -1 • D_,  and if Te  S 2 then T= -T  -1. In view of this 
we can define a map 
S O) x N(g)'-+ SU(2) 2 x SU(2) 2g 
by the formula 
(xl, x~)~ (wl(x. -A(xz)-l), xz). 
(Since fo(x2) e D+, we have -fg(x2) -1 e D_,  and so the map is defined.) Moreover the 
properties of  wl imply that this map is a homeomorphism onto the subset 
{(Yl, Y2) : fg(Y2) e D+ ,fe(Y2) = --f l (Yl) -  1} 
of SU(2) 2 × SU(2) 2g. We see at once that this subset is contained in Sto g+ 1). 
We consider now a similar map 
N ° r  x S(og)--* SU(2) 2 x SU(2) 29 
p t t ! (X1, X2) --* (Xl, Wg(X2 , -- f l (x~)- 1)). 
This map is a homeomorphism onto 
{(Yl, Y2) : fg(Yz) e D_ ,fe(Y2) = - - f l (Yl) -  1}. 
Again this subset is contained in Sto g+ 1). Moreover, the images of  the two maps together 
cover S~o g+ 1), and they intersect in the subset 
{(Yl, Y2) e S(o #+1) : fa(Y2) • $2} • 
Thus the overlap can be described by the following diffeomorphism between the boundaries 
of the manifolds S(o l) x N (g)' and N ° r  x S~og): 
S(o 1) x ~N(°)'~ ~N (t)' x Sto g) 
(x. x~) ~ (w~(x. -A(x~)- 9, plw; 1(x~)). 
Since T = -T -1  for T • S 2, we can simplify this a little to get 
(x. x~)-) (w~(xl,A(x2)), plw71(x~)). 
In fact we can put it in a still more convenient form by remarking that its domain and range 
arc diffeomorphic to S~ I) x S 2 x S(o#); our map is the composite of two obvious diffeo- 
morphisms, namely 
Ixw# - I  wxXl 
S~ 1) X 0S  (#)' ) Sg 1) x S 2 x Sg g) I) 0N  (1)' x S(o g). 
Putting all this together, we have proved that S(o g+ 1) is homeomorphic to the manifold 
obtained by glueing S(o 1) x A t@)" to N O)' x S(o g) by the above map of their boundaries. This 
completes stage (i) of the programmc outlined in §3. 
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~5. M CASE g --- 1 
We know already that S(01) is diffeomorphic to p3 (Corollary 1 to Theorem 1). The space 
N (1)' has no such simple structure, but its homology is quite easy to compute. It is no more 
difficult here to work with coefficients in Z, so we shall do so; this will show up one of the 
difficulties that arises if we try to compute 2-torsion. We look at the following diagram of 
exact sequences 
H,+I(P  3 x D_ ,  p3 x $2; Z) ~ H,(P 3 × S2; Z) ~ Hr(P a x D_ ; Z) 
/-/,÷1(S 3 x S3, N(X)';Z) ---* /-/,(N(1)';Z) ~H,(S  3 x S3;Z) 
(7) 
The Kiinneth formula shows that the top sequence is a short exact sequence (and indeed 
a split exact sequence); while by excision and the fact that wl is a homeomorphism o fP  3 x D_ 
onto S(o ~)' we see that the first vertical arrow is an isomorphism. The bottom sequence 
is also a short exact sequence in the most important cases; in fact the homomorphism 
Hr(S 3 × $3;  Z) -*  Hr(S 3 × S 3, NOr; Z) is an isomorphism if r = 6 and is zero otherwise; 
this is obvious except for r = 3, and in this case it follows at once from the fact that S 3 x {I} 
and {I} x S 3 are contained in N °)'. We can now deduce all the homology groups of N (1)' 
from the diagram (7) (see table below). 
We also want to know something about w~,. We know already that the first vertical 
arrow in (7) is an isomorphism, while the third is clearly an isomorphism for r = 0. Now 
wl(P 3 x { - I} )  = S(o 1) ~ S 2 x $2: in fact, if (A, B) E S(o 1), we have ABA-1B -1 = -L  and 
therefore 
Trace B = Trace ABA -1 = Trace -B ;  
so B has trace zero, and similarly so does A. It follows at once that wl. : Ha(P a x D_ ; Z) -~ 
Ha(S a x S 3 ; Z)  is zero. 
We can now fill in the table below. The decomposition f Ha(P a x $2; Z) asZ(~Z 2 is 
that given by the Kiinneth formula, while the decomposition of Ha(N °) '  ; Z) is given by 
some splitting of the bottom sequence of (7). 
r H,(pa × S2 ; Z) H,(N (1)' ; Z) Ker wl' Coker wx'. 
0 z z 0 0 
1 ~ o ~ o 
2 Z Z 0 0 
3 Z ~  z@z@~ z z~z  
4 0 0 0 0 
5 Z 0 Z o 
It will be seen that we still do not know w~, completely. However the above table 
contains ufficient information for our purposes. 
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{i6. A MAYER-VIETORIS SEQUENCE FOR So (°+I} 
By the results of ~4, there is a Mayer-Vietoris sequence: 
--(,) S 2 • " -* nA~o x x S(o g)) ...4. n,(S(o t) x N (g)') (~ nr (N  0)" × S(o g)) 
1 
• . . . - I - I , _x (Sg"  x s ~ x Sg ' ) )~n, (sg  ,÷ ' )  
moreover, if w~ : S 2 x S(o °) --. N (°y is the composite of w o with the inclusion ON (gr ---, N (°)', 
then the homomorphism 2, is induced by the maps I x w£ and w~ x 1. Our next purpose is 
to compute the rank of 2,. We use the Kiinneth formula together with the results of §5 to 
split each of the three groups involved into a number of direct summands: 
H/S(® 0 x S 2 X S (g)) "~ Ho(S(o ')) ®Ho(S 2) ® H,(S(o )) 
@ 
Ho(S(o 0) ® H2(S 2) ® H,-2(S~o g)) 
@ 
H3(S(o ')) ® H,_3(S 2 x S~o g)) 
Hr(S(o') x N(g) ") ~_ Ho(S~o 1)) ® H, (N  (g)') 
(9 
H3(S(o °) ® Hr_3(N (g)') 
Hr(N (')" x S(o a)) ~- Ho(N (')') @ Hr(S(o g)) 
H2(N (')') ® H,-  2(S(o #)) 
@ 
n~(N-r) ® n,_ 3(S(o ~) 
We can simplify these expressions by fixing generators of some of the groups involved. The 
H o groups have natural generators. We fix also a generator of Ha(St®l)), and we identify 
H2(N °)') with//®(St® 1)) ®/-/2(S 2) by means of w~.. 
We now express 2, in terms of the above decompositions. The first part of 2, is the 
homomorphism: HISS® ') x S 2 x S tg)) .-., HISS® ') x N tg)') induced by 1 x w~; so it has the 
form 
(~,/~, ~)-~ ((w~),~ + (w~)/L (w~),_ 3~). 
Similarly the second part of 2, is the homomorphism induced by w~ x 1, which has the form 
(~,/L r)-~ (~, P, 0). 
Thus 2, can be written as 
(~,/L r) -, ((w~),~ + (w~)dL (w~),_ 3r, ~, fl, 0). 
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We deduce at once 
Ker 2, ~ Ker (w~) r -3  
t Coker 2, _-__ H,(N tg)') ~ Coker (wg),_ 3 ~) 2H,_ 3(Stog)). 
So, from the Mayer-Vietoris equence, 
H,(S~og+ 1)) ,~ Coker ;t, t~ Ker 2,_ 1 
¢ ! -~ H,(N tgr) ~ Coker (wg),_ 3 • 2H,-  3(Sto g)) t~ Ker (wg),_4 
_~ Hr(N tg)') t~ 2H,_ 3(S~o g)) ~) H,_ 3(N ~gr, dNtgr), 
since w~ embeds Sto g) x S 2 as the boundary of N tg)'. Thus we have obtained an expression for 
the Betti numbers of the type we want; in particular it does not involve the map w~ expli- 
citly; it will be seen that our argument has avoided using any information about the homo- 
logical properties of this map. 
§7. SOME EXACT SEQUENCES 
We come now to the last stage of the proof of Theorem 2'. For this we shall use the 
exact sequences associated with the embeddings of S~o g)" and N ¢g)' in SU(2) 2g. Our object is 
to compute the dimensions of H,(N ¢g)') and H,(N (g)', dN(g)'). There is of course a duality 
between these two sets of homology groups; unfortunately, we shall be unable to use it 
because our methods work only up to approximately half the dimensions of the manifolds 
involved. This does not mean, however, that we have to do two completely independent 
calculations. 
We shall be looking in particular at the two homomorphisms 
H,(N ~g)"  --* H,(SU(2) 2g) (8) 
H,(S~o ')') ~ H,(S U(2) 20) (9) 
induced by the inclusions. We shall prove the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 2. The homomorphism (8) is surjective for r < 3g + 2. 
LEMMA 3. The homomorphism (9) is surjective for r 6 3g - 1. 
We show first how to deduce Theorem 2' from these lemmas. In fact by Lemma 2, we 
have 
H,(N (g)') _~ H,(SU(2) 2a) • H,+ 1(SU(2) 2a, N ~g)') 
for r <= 3g + 1. By excision and using the fact that S~o g)' ~ S~o g) x D_, we deduce 
H,(N (g)') ~- H,(SU(2) 2a) t~ Hr_2(S(o a)) (r < 3g + 1). 
Similarly, by Lemma 3 
H,(S~o a)) ~- Hr(SU(2) 2a) ~ H,+ t(N tg)', ON (g)') (r < 3g - 2). 
Using the notation of §3, 
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we can write these in the form 
dim H,(N (°)') = hg,_ 2 + m o, 
(r _~ 30 + 1) 
dim H,_ 2(N (°)', aN (g)') = h, a_ 3 - m, g- 3. 
Finally, combining these equations with the results of §6, we obtain the relation (3) for 
r<3g+ 1. 
It remains therefore to prove our two lemmas. In fact Lemma 3 will be an easy con- 
sequence of Lemma 2; most of the work in this section is concerned with proving Lemma 2 
for g = 2. We start with some general remarks. It is clearly sufficient to prove the lemmas for 
r = 3s. There is also an obvious choice of generators for H3s(SU(2)29 (at any rate up to 
sign); these generators are represented by products of spheres embedded in SU(2) 2a as 
subspaces of the form 
X = Yl x Y~2 x ... x X2o c SU(2) 2°, 
where each Xj is either the whole of SU(2) or the point I. We shall refer to these generators, 
and by abuse of language to the corresponding products of spheres, as the "obvious genera- 
tors" of H3s(SU(2)29. 
The proof of Lemma 2 will be induction on g, starting from the cases g = 1 and g = 2. 
We have already remarked in §5 that the lemma is true for g = 1. For g = 2, all the obvious 
generators of H3(SU(2)29 and 4 of the 6 obvious generators of H6(SU(2)20 are contained in 
N (2) and therefore in N or.  By symmetry it is sufficient to conisder just one of the two remain- 
ing generators. Thus we consider the map i which embeds SU(2) 2 as SU(2) 2 x {I) x 
{I} c SU(2) 4, and the induced homology homomorphism 
H6(S U(2) 2) ~ H6(SU(2)*). 
We want to prove that the image of this homomorphism is contained in the image of 
H6(N (2)') in H6(SU(2)* ). Now we have a diagram of exact sequences 
H6(N O)') --, H6(SU(2)  2) --~ H6(SU(2)  2 , N O)') 
H6(N c2)') --* H6(SU(2) 4) --~ H6(SU(2)', N(2r); 
thus it will suffice to show that the third vertical arrow is the zero homomorphism. 
By excision, this is equivalent o proving that the homomorphism H6(S~ *)', OS~*)')~ 
I-I6(S~ 2)', 0S~ 2)') is zero. 
We now bring in the maps wt and w2, and consider the map k defined by the commu- 
tative diagram 
1) × D_,  sg" × s 2 -  k --, sp )  x D_,  x s 
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Then 
P2 k = p2w2 liwt =f2 iw l  =f lw l  = P2. 
On the other hand ptk is a map from S(o 1) x D_ to S(o 2), and is therefore homotopic to the 
map 
(x, y )~ ptk(x, - I )  = i(x). 
So k is homotopic to the map i x 1. It is therefore sufficient to show that 
(i x 1), : H6(S(o 1) x D_, S(o 1) x S 2) -* H6(Sto 2) x D_, S(o 2) x S 2) 
is zero. Since the relevant boundary homomorphisms are isomorphisms, this is equivalent 
to showing that 
(i x 1), : Hs(S(o 1) x S 2) -*  Hs(S(o 2) x S 2) 
is zero; and by the Kiinneth formula this in turn is equivalent to showing that 
i ,  : n3(sg ' )  -~ n3(sg  ~)) 
is zero. Now the embedding i : S~o I) --, SCo 2) is precisely the restriction of the map 
Sto 1) x N (1)' -+ S(o 2) 
used in ~4 in the construction of S(o 2) to S(o 1) x {I} x {I}. So it is homotopic to the same 
map restricted to Sto 1) x {x}, where x is some point of ~N °)'. But this map has a factorisa- 
tion 
S (1) -.1. N (1)" x S (1) .-). S (2), 
the first half of  which is 
y~(wl  x 1)(1 x w';1)(y, x) 
-- (wl(y,  fl(x)), plw-i X(x)). 
Now we showed in §5 that w~ : S~o 1) x S 2 ~ N (1)' induces the zero homomorphism on Ha; 
and this completes the proof. 
We now turn to the inductive step. Suppose g >= 3 and that the lemma is proved up to 
y - 1. Let s < g, and let ~ be One of the obvious generators of Ha,(SU(2)2g). We regard 
SU(2) 2g as (SU(2) x SU(2)) g and suppose first that 1~ has projection SU(2) x {I} (or {/} x 
SU(2)) on some factor of this product. Then we have an embedding of N (1) x N tg-1)" in 
SU(2) 2g defined by the product of the inclusion of N °) in the chosen factor and the inclusion 
of N ° -  1), in the remaining factors taken in order. Moreover the image of this map is con- 
tained in N(g)'; and by the inductive hypothesis the chosen generator of H3,(SU(2) 2g) is 
contained in the image of H3(N °)) ® H3,-3(N (g- 1),); so it is also in the image of Ha,(N°r). 
Suppose now that E is an obvious generator which is not of this form. Then there are 
two adjacent factors of the product (SU(2) x SU(2)) g such that E has projection 
SU(2) x SU(2) x {I} x {I} 
:or {I} x {I} x SU(2) x SU(2)) on these factors. This time we obtain an embedding of 
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N (2)' × N (g-2)' in SU(2)  20 corresponding to this choice of two factors, and by the inductive 
hypothesis the chosen generator of H3s(SU(2) 2g) lies in the image of H3~(N (2)' × N(g-2)'). 
We complete the proof by showing that the image of N (2)' × N (g-2)' can be deformation 
retracted inside N (g)'. In fact N (~)' =f j -  I(D+) can clearly be deformation retracted onto 
f~" a(Du), where 0 </~ < 1 and Du = {A e SU(2) : Trace A >/~}. Since N C j) is compact, 
these subspaces form a basis of neighbourhoods of N (j). Thus N (2)' × NCa- 2,) can be deforma- 
tion retracted onto an arbitrarily small neighbourhood fN (2) × N (a-2). Since the image of 
N ~2) × N ¢a-2) in SU(2) 2a is contained in N ¢°), which in turn is contained in the interior of 
N Cg)', it follows that the image of N ~2)' x N ~g- z), can be deformation retracted inside N ~°)" 
as required. 
Remark. This last argument could be simplified if we could prove that N (g) is a defor- 
mation retract of N (g)', or at any rate that the inclusion is a homology isomorphism. This 
seems plausible, but I have not succeeded in proving it. 
We come now to the proof of Lemma 3. Suppose then that s < g - 1 and that Y~ is an 
obvious generator of H3s(SU(2)2° ) .  Then there exists a factor SU(2) × SU(2) on which Z 
has projection {I) x {I). We can clearly replace Z by a similar product of spheres Z' whose 
projection on this factor is any chosen point x of SU(2) × SU(2), for example apoint of S¢o a). 
Then the point x defines an embedding of SU(2) 2a- 2 in SU(2) 2g the image of which contains 
Y/. It follows from Lemma 2 that the chosen generator is contained in the image of 
Has(N(a-1)'). But the image of N (a-l)" is contained in So (a)', and so Z is contained in the 
image of H3~(S~og)'). This completes the proof of Lemma 3 and hence of Theorem 2'. 
§8. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
It remains now to prove Theorem 3. It will be convenient to work in cohomology rather 
than homology; in view of the universal coefficient theorem, this makes no difference. 
We know that S~o g) is an orientable fibration over S (g) with fibre p3; since pa has the same 
cohomology (with coefficients in K) as S 3, it follows that there is a characteristic class 
X e H4(S (g)) and a Gysin exact sequence: 
uX 
• .. ---, H'  -1 (S(og)) .._, H ' -  4(S(g)) ~ nr(s (g)) --' H'(S~o g)) --~..., 
where the homomorphism 
H'( S (g)) -,  H'( SCo g)) 
is that induced by the projection SCo g) --* S (g). Our theorem will follow easily from the follow- 
ing lemma: 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that K= C. Then uZ : H' -4(S  (g)) -*// '(So ca)) is injective for r ~_ 
3g-  1. 
Proof. The proof will be by descending induction on r, starting from the cases r = 30 - 1 
and r = 39 - 2. For r = 3g - 1, we have the exact sequence: 
uX 
H30 - 2(S(0O) ) ~ H3a - 5(S(') ~ Hza  - 1(S(,) ~ H3o - l(S(oO) ) 
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Now by (4) the two outside spaces are zero; so ux  is an isomorphism. For r = 3g - 2, the 
same argument shows that 
U Z : H3g-6(S  (o)) ~ n3g-2(S(g)   
is surjective; to prove that it is also injective it is therefore sufficient o prove that 
dim H ag- 2(Stg)) >__ dim H ag- 6(S(g)). 
Now we know that S (g) has a structure of projective variety compatible with its 
topology; in particular, S(g) has a structure of K~ihler manifold, and so there is an element 
to e Hm(S (g)) with the property that 
uto : H'(S (°)) ~ H'+2(S (a)) 
is injective for r < 3y -  4. Our inequality follows by taking first r = 3y -  6 and then 
r = 3y -4 .  
Now suppose that r < 3y - 3 and that 
U Z • HS-4(S(O)  ) ~ ns(s  (g)) 
is injective for all s such that r < s < 3# - 1. We consider the homomorphism 
utou  z : H ' -4(S (g)) ~ Hr+2(S(g)). 
This can be factorised in two ways, namely 
uZ uta  
H' -  4(S(g)) , Hr(S (g)) > H" + 2(S(g)) 
UtO uZ 
H'-4(S (g)) > H' -2(S (g)) , H'+ 2(S(g)). 
Now in the second factorisation both homomorphisms are injective, the first by the general 
properties of to, the second by the inductive hypothesis. Hence the composite is injective, 
and therefore by the first factorisation so is 
ux : H'-4(S (")) -~ H'(S(g)). 
This establishes the inductive step and completes the proof of the lemma. 
The proof of Theorem 3 in the case K - -  C is now quite simple. In fact, Lemma 4 
shows that the Gysin sequence splits into a collection of short exact sequences 
0 --* H ' -4(S  (g)) ~ H'(S (g)) ~ H'(S(0 g)) ~ 0 
for r < 3y - 1. So for these values of r, 
dim H'(S (g)) = dim H'-4(S (g)) + hg,, 
and Theorem 3 follows immediately. 
For general K we can now argue as follows, using the fact that the h~ are the same for 
any field K. In fact, by the Gysin sequence, we have 
dim H'(S (g)) < dim Hr-4(S (g)) q- h~, 
and therefore 
Ir/4] 
dim I-I'(S (g)) < ~ hg,_ 4j. 
j=O 
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On the other hand, by the universal coefficient theorem, 
trl4] 
dim H'(S ~a)) > dimcH'(S<g); C) = ~ hg,_41 (r < 3g - 1) 
y=O 
So these two inequalities are in fact equalities, and Theorem 3 is proved. 
Remark. Lemma 4 is true also when K # C, but the proof given is not valid. 
§9. THE HOMOLOGY OF Meg) AND P~g~ 
It is quite easy to deduce from Theorem 3 corresponding results for the Betti numbers 
of M (g) and P(g). We recall that Z 2g acts on S (g) with P(g) as quotient space; and on ($1) 2g x 
S (g) with M <g) as quotient space. Our main results will be corollaries of the following basic 
theorem: 
THEOREM 4. Z 2g acts trivially on//.(SO)). 
Before proving this theorem we shall deduce some important corollaries: 
COROLLARY 1. The canonical map S (g) ~ P(g) induces isomorphisms in homology (with 
coefficients in K). 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 and [3, Chapter III, Theorem 
2.1]. 
COROLLARY 2. The canonicalmap ($1) 2g x S O) ~ M (°) inducesisomorphisms in homology 
(with coefficients in K). 
Proof This will follow from [3, Chapter III, Theorem 2.1 ] as soon as we have shown 
that Z22a cts trivially on the homology of ($1) 2g x S (g). Now the action o fZ  2g on this space 
is the product of actions on the two factors; by the Kiinneth formula it is therefore sufficient 
to prove our assertion for the actions on the factors. Now for the action on S (g) this is just 
Theorem 4, while for the action on ($1) 2g it follows at once from the explicit description of 
this action. 
COROLLARY 3. The integral homology of M (a) (and of p(9)) has no torsion other than 
2-primary torsion. 
Proof By the previous two corollaries and Theorem 3 the Betti numbers of M (g) and 
P(g) are independent of the field K. The corollary now follows from the universal coefficient 
theorem (just like the corollary to Theorem 3). 
Once again we can say nothing about 2-primary torsion. The proofs of Corollaries 1 
and 2 use essentially the fact that the characteristic of K is not 2. 
It remains now to prove Theorem 4. We start by modifying one of our earlier construc- 
tions. The action of Z22g on S~o g) is the restriction of an action on SU(2) 2g which has the 
property 
fa(x) = L(og " x), 
for all o~ e Z~ g, x e SU(2) 2g. In particular S~o g)' is invariant under the action of Z~g; we 
denote by X, X' the quotients of S<o g), S~o g)" by this action. Since Z~ g acts freely, X' is a 
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manifold with boundary (possibly non-orientable), and we have a commutative diagram 
fg 
Sto g)' ~ *  D_  
\,/¢ 
X' 
Since dfg is surjective verywhere, so also is dF; so there exists a diffeomorphism 
W:X xD_~X'  
with the properties that 
(a) FW = P2 
(b) WIX x { - I}  is the identity map of X onto itself. 
Now by the homotopy lifting property, we canlcomplete he commutative diagram 
do g) x D_ ~ S~o gr 
.1 
XxD_- - - - - - - - *X '  , 
where wlSto g) x { - I}  is the identity map of Sto g) onto itself, w clearly satisfies the conditions 
(a) and (b) required of wg in §1. We shall prove that it is a diffeomorphism and has the 
property: 
(c) w : Sto g) x D_ ~Sto g)' commutes with the action of Z22g. 
(Here Z~ 9 acts on the LHS by the product of the usual action on S~o g) and the trivial action on 
D_.)  
Let to, to' e Z22g; then it is clear that the set of points in Sto g) x D_ for which 
to" w(x) = w(to. x) 
is open. Moreover, if we fix to and let to' vary, these sets form a disjoint open cover of SCo g) x 
D_. Since this space is connected, precisely one of the sets is non-empty. But 09 • w(x) = 
w(to. x) for x e Sto g} x { - I}; so for all x 
to- w(x) = w(to- x). 
This proves (c); it also proves that w is injective. For if w(x) = w(y), then since IV is injec- 
tive there exists to ~Z22g such that to .x  = y; but then to. w(x)=w(y)= w(x), and so 
to = 1. Similarly w is surjective. Now, since S~o g) x D_ -* X x D_ and S(o g)' --* X'  are both 
coverings and W is a diffeomorphism, w is certainly a local diffeomorphism. Hence it is a 
(global) diffeomorphism. 
Thus we have proved that the map wa can be made to satisfy (c), and we shall assume 
that this is so from now on. We are now almost ready to start the proof of Theorem 4; first, 
however, we shall prove a lemma which we shall use repeatedly in the proof: 
L ~  5. Let A -* B ~ C be an exact sequence of abelian groups. Let r be a positive 
integer, and let 0 be an isomorphism of this exact sequence such that O" = 1. Suppose further 
that 0 = 1 on A and C and that B has no r-torsion. Then 0 = 1 on B. 
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Proof. Let b e B; then qO(b) = Off(b) = ~l(b). So there exists a e A such that O(b) = b + 
((a). Then by induction O'(b) = b + r((a); so b = b + r((a), and r((a) = 0. Since B has no 
r-torsion, ((a) = 0, i,e. O(b) = b. 
Proof of  Theorem 4. We start by proving by induction that Z2 ~ acts trivially on the 
homology ofS(o °). First letg  = 1 ; then it is sufficient o prove that the action o fZ  2 on Sto 1) is 
orientation-preserving. Since w x commutes with the action of Z2 , it is sufficient to prove 
c,(1) that the action on o o ' is orientation-preserving; and for this it is sufficient o prove that the 
action on SU(2)  2 is orientation-preserving. But this is obvious f rom the definition. 
Now suppose inductively that Z~ g acts trivially on H,(S~og)). Then we shall prove that 
it also acts trivially on H,(N(g)'). In the first place it acts trivially on H,(S~o gr) and on 
tI,(~S~og)'), since wg identifies OS~ °)' with S~o g) × S 2. Now we are working with coefficients in 
a field of  characteristic # 2; applying Lemma 5 with r = 2, we deduce that Z2 g acts trivially 
on H,(S~o g)', OS~og)'), which is isomorphic to H,(SU(2) 2g, N (g)') by excision. Since we can see 
directly that Z2 g acts trivially on H,(SU(2)2g), it follows by another application of Lemma 5 
that it acts trivially on H,(N °r)  as required. 
We now examine the construction of  S~o g+ 1) in ~4. Z~ g+2 acts in an obvious way on the 
spaces S~o l) × N ~g)' and N(1)'× S~og); and then the embeddings of these spaces in S~o °+~) 
commute with the action o fZ  2g + 2. It follows that Z 2g + 2 acts on the Mayer-Vietoris equence 
of  §6. But, by what we have already shown, the actions on H,(S~J ) × S 2 × S~o g)) and on 
H,~,~I) N(a)')OH,(N(1)' × Sto g)) are trivial. So by Lemma 5 the action on H,(Sto g+l)) is 
also trivial. 
We complete the proof  by using the Gysin sequence to prove that Zg g also acts trivially 
on H,(S(°)). In fact, since the action o fZ  2g on S~0 g) commutes with that of PU(2), it induces 
an action on the Gysin sequence. But it now follows by induction on r, and using Lemma 5, 
that Z22 a acts trivially on H~(S(a)). 
§10. FINAL REMARKS 
1. Using a refinement of  the methods of this paper, I can prove some further results on 
the homology of  S (2). These results, however, are all consequences of the theorem of [9], 
and we shall content ourselves here with a brief summary:  
(a) H,(S(2) ;Z)  is torsion-free. Thus the integral homology of S (2) is as follows: 
r H~(S (2~ ; Z)  
0 Z 
1 0 
2 Z 
3 4Z 
4 Z 
5 0 
6 Z 
(lO) 
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(b) In view of (10), the only interesting cup-product of S tz) is 
H 2 × H 2 --~ H 4. 
We can choose generators el of H 2, e 2 of H 4 such that 
e 2 = 4e2. (11) 
Unfortunately, I have not been able to generalize ither of these results to S (g) for g > 2. 
In general, H,(S~o g~ ; Z) is certainly not torsion-free, but H,(S (g~ ; Z) may be. 
2. We have already referred to the fact that a curve X of genus g determines a structure 
of projective variety on S (g~. In the case g = 2, .this variety will be identified in [9] as an 
intersection of two quadrics in PS(C). It will follow in particular from [9] that different 
curves X determine different complex structures on S (2), but that their Chern classes are all 
the same. In fact if er is the positive generator of H2r(s (2) , Z) (r = 1, 2, 3), then 
ct=2e l ;  c2=12e2; c3=0.  (12) 
Mumford has informed me in a letter than any non-singular projective variety satisfying 
(10), (1 I) and (12) is an intersection of quadrics in p5(C); the result of [9] is stronger in that 
it identifies the particular intersection corresponding to a particular curve X. 
For g > 2, I have been able to prove only that the S ~g) are rational varieties; this follows 
also from some results of Turin [12]. Mumford has suggested that it would be particularly 
interesting to determine cl(S~g)). It might be possible to obtain some information on this by 
applying the Atiyah-Bott fixed point theorem to the action of an element of Z2 g on S~g); 
indeed (12) can be proved in this way. 
3. It follows from (12) that 
w2(S (2)) = 0 
pl(S ~2)) = c 2 - 2c2 = -8e2.  (13) 
It may be noted that, by results of C. T. C. Wall [13], (10), (11) and (13) are sufficient o 
characterise S c2) up to diffeomorphism. Of course this is a very much weaker result than 
that of Remark 2. 
4. Finally, we may mention the manifolds obtained by Narasimhan and Seshadri from 
bundles of rank > 2. Unfortunately, the arguments of this paper do not seem to work; I 
have not even been able to compute the fundamental groups of these manifolds. 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we list the Betti numbers of S~o g) and of S ~g) for g __< 6. In the case of 
S~o g), the Betti numbers from the 0 th to the (3g - 2) th are listed; in the case of S tg), those 
from the 0 th to the (3g - 3) th. Since dim S~o g) = 6# - 3 and dim S tg) = 6g - 6, the rest may 
be deduced by Poincar6 duality. In each case g is tabulated across the page and the Betti 
numbers are listed in increasing order of dimension down the page. 
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Betti numbers o f  S~o g) 
g= 1 2 3 
Betti numbers of  S ~g) 
4 5 6 g= 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 6 8 10 12 4 6 8 10 12 
0 1 ] 1 1 2 2 2 2 
6 8 10 12 6 8 10 12 
15 29 46 67 16 30 47 68 
0 8 10 12 16 20 24 
28 46 67 30 48 69 
56 130 232 64 140 244 
0 45 67 92 135 
120 232 140 256 
210 561 258 630 
0 220 464 
495 630 
792 1048 
0 
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